
 
PARENTS’ PARTNERSHIP MEETING MINUTES 

 
Thursday 31st January 2019 at 6.00 p.m. in the Admin Suite. 

 
 

 
1. Apologies-  

Names passed to SH 
 
 2. Minutes of the last Meeting (15.11.18) and matters arising- 

Key points discussed, questions had been passed on and answered. SH had made partnership 
poster which is displayed in main reception.  

 
3. School reports (SH) 

Group looked at anonymised reports from KS3 and KS4- SH asked for feedback. Key points: 
Layout much clearer and easier to understand than when G4S reports first started.  Information 
contained in reports is relevant and useful in helping parents start conversations with their 
children. Action targets are valuable in this way as they give parents something specific to ask 
about, but they can feel impersonal- could tutors go over action targets with students to check 
they are fully aware of what is needed? Learning profile, classwork and homework columns 
provide clear information on how well the student is doing, so is the positives column really 
needed? This can look quite negative if only 2 or 3 subjects have given positives. Could these 
positive comments be incorporated into the end of year Tutor/HoY comment for Yr 7-10? SH 
explained why Yr 11 did not have a tutor comment, all were happy with this.  
Group then looked at G4S webpage for KS3 and 4. All were happy that colour coding had been 
removed from detailed progress box as this was unnecessarily concerning.  All understood the 
difficulties of recording timely and comparable assessment results in the progress box as different 
subjects has different schemes of assessment, however all felt the box should still remain. All liked 
the behaviour tracking box so they could see exactly what their child had done well in. Most 
logged onto this page about once per week- how often do parents use it? SH to investigate.   
Overall comments about reporting were positive.  
 
 

4. Any other business  
Year 10 parents evening date is not on blue calendar for parents- SH to pass this on to TSG. 
Explained again why year 10 parents evening is late in the year.  
Feedback on careers day- one student felt there was a lot of lecture style presentations- SH to 
pass this on to DLH. 
New build- will there be more opportunities/areas for students to get and eat food in? SH to ask I 
Lipman.  

 
 5. Date of next meeting:  Thursday 14 March 2019 

 
Future Meetings:   
Thursday 9 May 2019 
Thursday 27 June 2019 


